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Design is for everyone

Service Design

Design and policymaking



“design has become 
too important to be 
left to designers”

Tim Brown, “Change by Design”



Multidisciplinary Design



Service Design



Service design is a process where designers 
create sustainable solutions and optimal 
experiences for both customers in unique 
contexts and any service providers involved. 
Designers break services into sections and 
adapt fine-tuned solutions to suit all users’ 
needs in context.

Interaction Design Foundation



We are creating experiences for people, thus we 
need to have consider their needs when design a 
product or service.



250 g
US$ 8

60 kg
US$ 120

30 g
US$ 4

Experiences add value to commodities

2000 ☕1



servicedesigntools.org



Service Design

A few tools that we 
can use in our 
projects

Personas

Journey Maps

System Maps 
(Stakeholder maps)



Personas
A persona is a profile 
representing a particular 
group of people, such as 
a group of customers or 
users, a market segment, 
a subset of employees, or 
any other stakeholder 
group.













Journey Maps
A journey map  allows 
us to visualize the 
experience of a person 
over time, interacting 
directly or indirectly 
with the product or 
service















“Journey maps represent powerful boundary 
objects that enable conversations about 
services. In fields such as healthcare where 
communication can be challenging, they can 
move clinicians and patients toward mutual 
understanding.” 

— Mike Press 



System Maps
A system map is a 
visual or physical 
representation of the 
main constituents of 
the system in which 
an organization, a 
service, or a 
digital/physical 
product is embedded.

Stakeholder map

Value network map

Ecosystem map



Stakeholder Map

from “This Is Service Design Doing”
published by O'Reilly Media, Inc., 2018 



Ecosystem Map

from “This Is Service Design Doing”
published by O'Reilly Media, Inc., 2018 

Sectors
Actors
Relationships



Design is for everyone

Personas

Journey Maps

System Maps

Service Design

Summarizing the concepts



Design and policy-making



Design and 
policy-making

Public policy is difficult or 

rather it’s complex. It can 

be extremely challenging 

to accommodate people's 

rights, needs and duties.





“Emphasis is on the process of designing
which leads to the creation of an appropriate 
solution, be it a functional product, efficient
public service or public policy that genuinely 
accommodates the perspectives of people on 
the receiving end.”

— Design Council



by Verena Kontschieder and illustrated by Margaret Hagan





“Making products for policymaking: the value of user experience”
by Verena Kontschieder



How to use Design in Policy-Making?

Build
empathy

Collaborative 
working

Visualization and
Shared understanding

User research Iterative
work


